Stellar leverages extensive knowledge in facility and process design-build and undisputed leadership in refrigeration to deliver Total Utility Operations & Maintenance Solutions from a single source.

TOTAL UTILITY OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS

TOTAL LIFE CYCLE SUPPORT. TOTAL OPERATIONAL ASSURANCE.

From operations management, maintenance, service and parts to compliance management, our flexible solutions are customized to current process needs and ever-changing business goals. With a focus on asset management and reliable delivery of utility services, we optimize maintenance costs and system efficiencies.

Stellar leverages extensive knowledge in facility and process design-build and undisputed leadership in refrigeration to deliver Total Utility Operations & Maintenance Solutions from a single source.
STELLAR’S TOTAL UTILITY OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS: THE LINK TO MANUFACTURING

WE PROVIDE ASSURANCE THAT WHEN YOU TURN ON A SWITCH OR OPEN A VALVE, YOUR PROCESS IS ENERGIZED.

SERVICES INCLUDE

- 24/7 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
- INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
- PARTS & SERVICE
- REMOTE MONITORING
- COMPRESSOR REBUILD/REPAIR
- MECHANICAL INTEGRITY
- OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE TRAINING
- PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
- PROCESS SAFETY MANAGEMENT (PSM)
- PROJECT MANAGEMENT

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS

- Single-Source Provider of Complete Utility Operations & Maintenance Services
- Operations, Maintenance, Materials, Inventory Management, Sub-Contract Services and Compliance Management
- Agreement Structured To Ensure Focused Asset Management and Reliable Delivery of Utility Services
- Optimized Maintenance Costs and Utility Efficiencies Through Diligent Operations Management

BENEFITS THAT PROVIDE AN EDGE

- Safe Operations
- Operational Assurance
- Fixed Monthly / Annual Costs
- Open-Book Budget Management
- Improved Energy Efficiencies
- Improved Operational Reliability
- Freedom to Focus on Your Core Business

GETTING STARTED:

- Site Walk-through
- Operations Analysis
- Equipment Survey
- Historical Cost Evaluation
- Materials / Equipment Inventory and Turn Analysis
- Capital Investment History and Forecast
- Resource Review
With a team of more than 70 trained technicians on staff, Stellar provides comprehensive services for every refrigeration need.

- Parts Management Programs (Nationwide Inventories of Genuine OEM Parts)
- Mechanical Integrity Inspections Based on OSHA and LIAR Standards
- Hazmat-Certified Technicians for Emergency Response
- NIST-Certified Repair Facilities
- Preventive Maintenance & Service Solutions
- Remote Monitoring and Troubleshooting
- Risk Management Services
- System Efficiency Evaluations

NEARLY 50 SUPPORT LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.

For more information on Stellar’s Total Utility Operations & Maintenance Solutions, contact Dan Fonner, Division Manager, at dfonner@stellar.net or 904.899.9491.